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SUMMARY
Through NexusMyst, the traditional discovery
process can be reduced from 9 steps to 2 or 3 steps.
Instead of weeks to months, the process can be
reduced to as little as a few hours or days.
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GOT SUSPECTS?
The Telco subpoena can be bypassed if
plaintiff names a suspect for which
NexusMyst can rule-in or rule out
through a simple followup engagement.
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NOTE: If ISP witness is within Australia pursuant to §. 178 of Telecommunications
(Interception and Access) Act 1979. Otherwise referred to external jurisdiction
through direct voluntary request, pursuant to an existing agreement (eg Microsoft),
or through formal law enforcement mutual assistance (Delay ca. 6 mths to > 2 years).
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NexusMyst disrupts the 600-yearold subpoena/warrant process by collecting the
same evidence, in a stealthy, lawful, admissible and
compelling manner.
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BENEFITS
1. Extraordinary cost reductions, making the
investigation of low-value crimes feasible. Avoid
months of procedural delays. Prosecution
reduces risks associated with spoliation of
evidence by not "telegraphing punches" to the
anonymous perpetrators through hostile
witnesses.
2. Through NexusMyst, the traditional discovery
process can be reduced from 9 steps to 2 steps.
3. Instead of weeks to months, the process can be
reduced to as little as a few hours or days.

www.NexusMyst.com

Serial Offenders
Your law enforcement agency can aggregate data with
other jurisdictions (you control which ones), in order to
identify serial offenders that might otherwise go
unnoticed.

